forward to the time when it should come alive again for me and all those
I loved. Now I had come back. Miriam and I had teen married several
months before. Marriage resulted in ruin for both. Instead of improving
with marriage, as I had hoped, our relationship became worse.
With marriage she seemed to lose what interest she had in life at
Taliesin and become more than ever restless and vindictive. Finally under
circumstances altogether baffling—she left cto live a life of her own'. To
oppose her now in the slightest degree meant violence. I did not really
wish to oppose her.
She went first to Chicago. But even now I would not give up hope or
effort to make good a human relationship gone so far wrong. Suffering
and sacrifice had already entered in on both sides. Shame to me too—an
unfamiliar moral cowardice had kept me from acknowledging defeat,
although by nature and equipment I was unfitted for the task I had now
undertaken. But the circumstances becoming more than ever violent,
even dangerous, I consulted Dr. William Hixon, a famous psychiatrist of
Chicago now at Geneva. A tardy consultation because long dreaded it had
been deferred.
Convinced by his observation that the struggle of the past six years had
been hopeless from the beginning and that Miriam had all along been a
danger not only to herself but especially to anyone with whom she might
live in close association, I agreed to arrangements to end the relationship,
modifying only somewhat the terms dictated by herself. She had returned
to Los Angeles. Dr. Hixon said that the only hope for a longer freedom for
her lay in letting her have her head. To oppose her would only be to burn
her up more quickly in the circumstances.
So the final arrangements for a divorce were made by Judge James Hill
while I stayed on at Taliesin.
Young people had come from all over the world attracted by Taliesin's
fame abroad to share its spirit; to learn I suppose what message the in-
digenous United States had for Europe. And, evenings, after good work done,
the piano, violin and cello spoke there the religion of Bach, Beethoven and
Handel. William Blake, Samuel Butler, Walt Whitman and Shelley often
presided. Carl Sandburg, Edna Millay and Ring Lardner, too, had some-
thing to say or sing. And life in the hills revived for the little cosmopolitan
group eager to know this 'America', for Taliesin was at work quietly
Americanizing Europe while American architects Europeanized America.
But peace even for these gentle seekers from afar was not to last. There
were but eleven months of growing good-will. The living things of art and
beauty belonging now to the place as the eye to the face, become like
Taliesin's own flesh, each and all became a loneliness and a sorrow.
Occasionally a living thought would go over them as they stood dignified
but neglected. Taliesin dreamed, meditated, worked and slept.
Primeval fire-places sent streams of light and warmth into the house
itself, but it no longer seemed to know how to live. Dissension and discord
had shamed the peace, outraged its lifting walls and friendly ceilings.
A hope only lived there, wishing as always to bring back happiness,
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